In our story, Jack is kind and helps some of the
characters who live in the mean Giant’s castle. We
will be thinking about what it feels like to help
others and be our Pre-School superstar.

Being Physical

Literacy
We will use puppets to retell the story and
discuss the different characters; are they
kind, friendly or mean.
Fee Fi Fo Fum- alliteration. We will be
trying to make up our own words, tee, ti,
toe, tum, dee, die, dow, dum, see, si, sow,
sum.
We will also read: Titch by Pat Hutchins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_BNxLeKI
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The Tiny Seed- Eric Carle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_A_e6hDhU

Learning @Pre-School
Our Special Words
Swop– when you give something to someone,
and they give you something else back.
Decide-when you decide to do something,
you think about it and then choose to do it.
Follow-when you follow someone’s
instructions, you do what they tell you.
Yell-when you shout so loudly that people
can hear you from far away.

Makaton Signs
Maths- Subitise (seeing patterns in
numbers) 1-5

Jack was brave and climbed
the beanstalk all by himself. We will be
practising our climbing skills on the big play
equipment. We will be playing follow the
leader and copying different actions; running,
jumping, hopping, tiptoes.
We will be practising our threading skills as
we thread string though pictures of a golden
harp.
There will be a challenge to thread leaves
and beans onto spaghetti stalks. Whose will
be the tallest?

Being Creative
Focus Colour – Shade of Green
We will be listening to harp music on the
internet and thinking about how it makes us
feel.
Using collage materials we will create a giant
beanstalk for the classroom and add some
of the characters found in the Giant’s
castle.

Focus Shape- Oval

We will be using golden eggs and beans
to do simple addition and subitising
(guessing how many, without counting).
How high can Jack climb up our beanstalk?
What is the number on the leaf?
We will be measuring our plants as they
grow and arranging them by height
order.

Leaf

A giant

Brave/courageous

Ready

The World Around Us
We will be planting runner bean seeds and
discussing what plants needs to grow...
air, soil, water, and light. What would
happen if our beans did not have enough light
or water?
What people have to climb ladders as part of
their job…fire people, tree cutters, builders?

